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A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
For in Him we live and move and have
Acts 17:28.
our being.

Death comes when God ceases to direct
our bodily functions. Life is not in our cells.
nor our blood. They are simply used by the
Infinite.

Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File

EDITOR'S NOTE: car six
weeks, a young Spanish news
paperman was permitted to
Ii e with the Algerian rebel
army. He rude with the troops
on camel patrols and saw at
first hand how this army
operated against the French
(trees.
By LUIS EZQUERECOCtSA
ritten for the United Press
1 H 'ritE ttL/3/.1. ARMY IN
ALGLRIA tP — Stance is nut
fighting. a phantom army -here.
The Algerian "It-es-alum army"
is a well-trained, tightly-organwell,equipped and dedicated force.
I know, for I've spent six
weeks with this armj. I can
report this army is determined
to turn North Africa into another Indochina if France does
not meet its demands for total
independence.
I lived with Algerian soldiers
in several of their ever-moving
bases, ate and slept with them
in their raining camps and rude
wittheni on lung. bon-bruising
camel patrols.
Uniike musical cordy sheikhs,
these rn.n wear no -flowing turban, In fact, turbans are against
regulations. Their uniforms are
American-type olived rab, their
headgear garrison caps or the
wide - brimmed "ANZAC" hat
worn by Australian and New
Zealand tr,,ops in World War

unit of the Algerian army. I
livext and traveled with a section
Solomb-Bechar.
II'
These units are in continuous
contact vilth each othcr ti) walkie-talkie. For each sect,r there
b a roving doctor and health
squad' and hidden away in ,ome
secret spot is a modern hospital
1 wasn't taken thetas
Training Between Patrols
Between parols and skirmishes
with the French, days are spent

The guys are Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, the doll
is Anita Ekberg, the scene is from Hal Wallis' "Hollywood or Bust," arriving Sunday at the Murray
Drive-In Theatre. Pat Crowtil—and Maxie Rosenbloom co-star in the VistaVision. Technicolor comedy directed by Frank Tashlin. • Oscar-winners Sammy Fain and Paul Francis have penned five new
songs for the film.

TIfF Murray Training School will _play Kirksey in
the first home game of the current basketball season
tonight at the Carr Health Building on the Campus.
Reports received this afternoon indicate that A. Car- U.
Non-Shaver Puished
man is resting nicely. Carman. head of thet Agricultural
Department at the college, was admitted to the Bapkist, They are clean-shavi(n except
Hospital in Memphis . Wednesday noon.
fur flowing mustaches, a sign
A. G. Gibson ,was the honbr guest at the meeting of of virility. A few have permisthe Rotary ,Club yesterday at the Woman's Club House. sion to wear' beards. But. the
Gibson\ is past president of the club and now lives in s.acker. who hasn't and doesn't
shave is punished. He muit kneel
Nash v ille Tenn. He was the guest of John Conger.
Three Murray State College football players were for two hours, hands behind his
named on the All-KIAC .team announced yesterday by back. nose pressed hard against
a wel:
the Associated Press, giving the Thoroughbreds the largest number of men representing any ebtlege on the All- These Soldiers, who form the
National'A lger ian Liberation
Kentucky Inter-Collegiate Athletics Conference.
Front (FIN). consider themteam
honor
the
for
representatives
The three local
more than just an army.
selves
and
Wyatt:
Jack
are: Halfback. Tommy Walker: End,
They are part of a combined
Tackle. John Hackney. .
army-government headed by a
The City of Murray has begun stringing Christmas single unified command.
square
court
the
around
lights with- twigs of evergreen
Operating under the supreme
in preparation for the ofIiI welcome of Santa Claus command of the FLN. the civil
••••••;
organization, tax collection, pubnext Tuesday.
•
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MURRAY LOAN CO.
1 606 W. Main St.
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GIRL SCOUT NEWS

ing through the black night on
our camels, we halted. -The
French are ahead," s o in eone
whispered.
We dismounted, forced t h e
TROOP No. 6
camels to their knees in a circle
First Year Brownies
and gagged them with blankets.'
Carter School
I was ordered to stay with
The Brownie Troop meeting on
the camera and one soldier stayed Friday. November 8th was an
with me. The rest moved for- investiture ceremony. The cereward. It was pitch black. The mony is one in which the girls
only thing I could see were are welcomed into the Girl Scout
fire-fly flicks of light on the organization as Brownie Scouts.
horizon. These were the lights They know what it means to be
of French trucks. Later, I was a Brownie and are able to make
told this French convoy consisted the promise "I promise to do my
ul 150 vehicles.
best to love God and my country,
After the soldiers returned, to help other people every day,
they told me they stole behind especially those at home."
the outposts and put mines in
The 10 members prepared
the path of the coinvoy. As we cookies and hot chocolate before
slid away into the night, I heard the ceremony.
muffled explosions.
The girls were wearing the
"There are some trucks that Brownie uniforms for the first
soldier
time. They formed a semi-circle.
go .any itMtheTuf....II
told ,me.
from which each member stepThis was a typical encounter ped forward, made her promise
in today's desert warfare. There and received her Brownie pin.
are few pitched battles. There After singing the Smile Song,
is much grim, nerve-wracking refreshments were served by the
guerrilla in-fighting.
girls to their mothers.
The girls invested were: Paula
Brandyn; Kathy Converse. Ann
TWO G. I.'8 DIE
Garrison, Beverly Herndon. Nancy
Jiolland, Mary Ann Melugin,
Rosetta Robertson, Gail Smith,
Two
—
U.S.
Rtl
SEOUL, Korea
Lynn Whayne and Marilyn Wise1st Cavalry Division. soldiers bind, Co-leaders are Mrs. Bob
were electrocuted Monday when Melugin and Mrs. Harry Wayne.
a metal pole they were moving The meeting was closed by the
fell across a live power line, the girls singing "Daysitght Taps."
Army announced. The qnnounceFriday, November 15th, the
ment said one of the victims Brownie's visited Kenlake Hotel
died instantly and the second as the guests of Mrs. Ruby
died later in a hospital.
Herndon. It was Gail Smith's

HEXHAM, England 184 — :1•:,,
Hexham Rural Council has 50 ID.,
chairs on order for its membeis.
The councilmen got too fat for tht
old ones, council spokesmen
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Never before so much spirit,space
and splendor in station wagons

and these, in turn, are divided
into regions. Regions are, broken
down into sectors commanded
a lieutenant and his political
.nterpar..
r, sector consists of six
parties and each company of
rev ,sections with 30 men in
i each. The section is the basic

Is

VOYAGERS—GIANT 1173 CU. FT. CAPACITY—Carry up in
ton of cargo. The Big M wagons hin,e the longest, widest
cargo area of them all. 2- and 4-dour, 6-passenger models
and 4-door, 9-munenger model.

ve,

.) FOR MEN IN ALL WALKS OF LIFE!

•

a
Bulova for Christmas' Values
were never rester. and
you can shop in comfort
Now's the time to buy HIM

THE COLON* PARK_TNE ULTIMATE IN LUXURY_The most beautiful station
wagon you (.in huy Rig. Is,111, handsome line. plus a luxurious limousine
ride. In 4-door, 6-paiteenger and 9-passenger models.

can almost hold a dance in this year's
..Big M wagons. Their 'smart hardtop styling gives you a
wide-horizon view all around. What's more, with all their
good looks, there has never been a more practical car.
The back window slides down neatly into the tailgate for
So spacious you

PPr

SENATOR

far easier loading. There's no clumsy liftgate to get in the
way. The huge interiors carry more cargo more easily_
more people more comfortably_ than ever before. Come
in and fall in love with a Mercury station wagon. And
believe U8, this is a romance that will really last.

Mur

,
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3 tOw-Pelein COMMUTIMS_Nin lealtAUDIR 1/40•41S_Gtos• is that
sluggish "truck" feeling so often associated with station wagons.
195$ Mercury wagorw have entirely new Cool-Power Marauder
V-8 engines. 2- and 4-dour, 6- and 9-passenger models.
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STOUT FELLOWS

0.-Re-Christmas

41.

1

birthday and she brought a (..k.
which was served with coca
to the girls in a small room (41
the lobby.
After refreshments the
ri
,
enjoyed outdoor play oil
hill in back of the hotel ()lie
new member was present-Spiceland.
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FRIDAY —

MERCURY BEGINS WHERE OTHERS LEAVE OFF!

lic health and registration.
Each of the six provinces is
C' mmanded by a colonel. Prov-

•••

in rugged training. There is
a weekly political orientation
class. The FLN gives allowances
to families of soldiers where
needed, but the men themselves
receive no pay.
My first taste of desert warfare
came when I accompanied 10
soldiers an a lung camel trip
into the desert. The thission was
to mine the key rail' line from
Oran to Colornb.
But after three hours of sway-

. teed to or
lairasehtles,
sell
lied witerpron/•,
t,•is514011 mainspring,
55641 resistant

MERCURY for'58

SPORTS-CAR SPIRIT

1101

WITH LIMOUSINE RIDE
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104 Ea

WILSON MERCURY SALES

Oil steal ,ate.
soittp wend hand

$5910
%ItOiv4lattl,
charts& Mai;

TWO am

Phone 730

515 So. 12th St.

Murray, Kentucky
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SSEE BATTLE NEARS
NNUAL KENTUCKY- TENNE
1
Mickey Mantle Noses Out
Ted Williams For MVP Title
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Nlitchcll is backing up that preliction with state-wide name
eapulation reports recently compiled by his office staff from
;emulation studies in the field.
Here is the state-wide hunting
picture as he sees it:

•

Rabbit: The state-wide trend
.s up. Weather conditions during
ihe months of June • and July
were ideal for nesting. Rabbit
censuses conducted by conserveion officers and wildlife bioloiists put the population above
'he six year average. All indicaTO an excellent hunting season.
Squirrel: Mast this year was
more abundant than last. but
Illiopulations seem about the same.
!tuning, while not as good as
expected in west Kentucky dur:ng the first half of the season,
hould be better during this
errand half. Eastern Kentucky
- hooting will be about as good,
.1 not better.
Quail: The brightest spot in
'he Kentucky hunting picture.
The population still is on the
Oincrease. Hunter success last year
was the highest in almost ten
Nears. More than three-and-onetialf million quail were harvested
during the 1956-57 season. That
figure should be topped this
•
sear.

Grouse: Limited primarily to
the mountainous counties, grouse
are continuing a general population increase. Surveys repprt
higher this year
• geheir numbers
'tarok last yeras Good hunting
for those tough enough to take
it.
Summing up hunter prospects
Mitchell said. "Kentucky. game
populations have been generally
on the increase for many years.
We expected a peak last year.
We didn't get a peak, but we
did get an outstanding hunting
year. This year's hunting should
0i)ie even better. Some areas, of
course, won't be as good as they
were last year. But the state
as a whole promises outstanding
hunting."
Mitchell' tabbed the 1st, 4th.
7th, and 8th wildlife districts as
Rabbit
'he state's top quail a
hunting should be generally good
in nearly all - sec-thins. "Gimes!
are limited primarily to the
rn counties.
astern
IP Quail, rabbit. squirrel, and
grouse,. season 'wens Thursday.
November 20. All but squirrel
close on January 18. This second
half of the split-squirrel season
doers on December I4,-e
Bag limits are the same as
last year: Quail.. 10; rabbit, 8;
squirrel, 6, and ggreuse. 2.

LMLA

each major-league city comprised
, By JOHN GRIFFIN
the committee voting. for the
United Press Sports Writer
Mantle received the most
NEW YORK 111 — Mickey award.
first-place votes, six, and was
" Mantle, who lost all the pieces
placed no lower than fourth on
,..af his batting etiple crown" but
the 24 ballots.
put on a brilliant all-around any of
Williams. on the other hand.
performance, nosed out Boston's
votes
Ted Williams today to win the received five first-place
list
American League's "Most Valu- but was rated low on the
by two writers. One of then
able Player" award.
The New York Yankees'...belt- placed him ninth and the other
ing beauty" gained the decision 10th. Nellie Fox of the Chicago
from the Baseball Writers Asso- White Sox also had five firstciation for the second straight place votes while Sievers and
year with 233 points against 209 Gil Mcnougald of the Yankees
for Williams and 205 for Roy each had four.
Fox. the Sox' scrappy second
Sievers of the Washington Senabaseman, was a close fourth in
tors.
That's one of the hottest voting the total vote with 193 and
races in the history of the award the veioatile McDougald was fifth
and makes muscular Mickey of with 165.
The rest of the field was
Commerce, Okla., the fourth man
to win the award two straight distant.
years.
Had Rough Season •
Whatever Happened
The honor comes as the draGENE MAKO
matic climax to a year that
saw Mantle overcome assorted
By United Press
leg ailments to pound out a .365
Once famed as the caemey
batting average that included 34 doubles partner of Don Budge.
borne runs and 94 runs batted Gene Maki' lacked only the
lin. The average was up from ,killer instinct to become a great
his .353 of last year, although.'tennis player in singles. Even
he fell from his totals of 52
,he won a National Junior
homers and 130 runs-batted-in Singles crown and was runner-up
—all figures that led the league. to Budge at Forest Hills in 1938.
For Williams. who astounded With Budge, he won two Wimthe baseball world with his bledon Doubles crowns, two in
showing this year at the age of U.S., Doubles and played Davis
30, it was another close defeat Cup doubles in 1937-38.
for, the top award. But not
Whatever haopened to Gene
nearly as close as in 1947 when Make' He's still in tennis today
centerYankee
another
he lost to
as head of a Los Angeles comfielder, Joe DiMaggio, by just pany that constructs hard -surface
FRANKFORT. Ky. (Special) —
202-201.
one point,
courts for schools and playArnold Mitchell, the 'energetic
Williams, who previously won grounds.
young director of Kentucky's Diand
1948
the MVP plaque in
vision of Game, looked into his
1949. captured the league batting
crystal ball in Frankfurt today
SOUTH COACHES NAMED
crown this year for the fifth
and came up with optimistic time with a .388 mark. He also
smiles when queried about prostopped Mantle in homers with
pects for the upcoming Kentucky
MONTGOMERY. Ala. rtP —
311 and came close in runs-bathunting season.
Andy Parley of Tune. Darrell
with 87
ted-in
"Mitch", whose game division
Royal of Texas a n d Johnny
'a Third
Si
headquarters here has been a
third - place showing Vaught of Mississippi, were desSievers'
flurry ef activity preparing for
was one of the best in history ignated as coaches for the South
the general hunting season open- by a player on a last-place team. in the annual Blue-Gray footer on Thursday. November 20, It was a reward for winning ball game. Dec. 28, Jack Meisays bunters can look forward the league home run title with lenkopf of Purdue. Murray Warto "the best hunting season in 42 homers and the runs-batted- math of blinmeacta a n d Don
—"77
several reero.
Faucet of Missouri will coach
in title with 114.
Three baseball writers from the North.
Never dne to go out on a limb,

— This has
LEXINGTON
been a pretty dull season for
Kentucky football fans, bile some
of the old tension and urgency
bsgan to creep into the atmosphere today vnieh the annual
Tennessee tussle son 1 y hours
away.
There was the realagation that
in spite of Kentucky's dismal
won-lost record, this 53rd renewal of the bkod-and-thunder
packed plenty of
OM
ChEIS'SiC
meaning for both of the ancient
rivals.
The Volunteers will arrive in
town needing %Pillories in Saturady's game and against Vanderbilt newt week to bolster their
claims to recognition for a major
wl bid. The squad leaves
Knoxville 'tonight and is schedli•tdursa
ua
s
toy.arrive here at 6 a m.

For Kervtucky, the game offered only a chance to score As)
upset that would go f a'r tb
soothe the aches and pains of a
season that has brought only
*victories over Memphis State
and Xavier to balance against
seven Southeastern Conference
defeats--but less incentive than
that has been enough to produce
startling reversals of form in the
peet history of this series.
Weather forecasters held out
prospects of a brisk but dry day
for the 36,000 fans expected to
till Stoll Field for the game,
whaeh has been a sellout since
before the season started.
Coach Blanton Collier sent his
Kentucky squad through its final
practice sesaion of the season
Thum& y. except for a brief
limbering up stint 'his afternoon.
It was a relatively Light drill,
as the 'Oats put the feral touches
on their preparation for Tennessee's single wing attack, which
has carried the Vole to six vice
tories in eight games.
In spite of their widely divergent season records, Tennessee was bagged as little better
than a one-touchdown favorite
over a Kentucky team that hes
seemed better all season long
than its won ando lost record indicates. For example, Kentucky
lost by ones' 6-0 to the same
Auburn team that beat Tennes
see, 7-0; and Mississippi. which
beat Tennessee, 14-7, last week
after piling up a two-louchdeovn
lead, was able to down Kentucky only by a 15-0 score.
Breaks of the game have alwiyie loomed laege in this liardfought series, and that fact placed untLeual importance on the
131.8 yards per game. 34 yards respective kicking games. Both
better than second-place Navy. teems have excebent punters in
The Tigers also stand high in Tennessee's Bobby Gordon end
offense, trailing only Mississippi Kentucky's Lou Michaels.
in the conference with an average
Tennessee coach Bowden
gain of 278.6 yards per game.
Wyatt planned to start 10 senEarlier in the year, coach iors and one junior, right end
Jordan said no team in the Tommy Potts. The senaors inSouth would go undefeated all cluded Landon Darty at left
season. He probably would have end; Jim Smelcher and Frank
been more accurate if he added, Kolansky at the tackes; Lou
Herzburn and Bill 'Johneom at
"...except us."
the guards; Dave Stottlemeyer at
center;
Stockton
Adkins
at
blocking back, Bobby Gordon at
tailback. Bill Anderson at wingback and Tommy Br,,nson at
fullback
Kentucky, by contrast, will
have sot.ihomores Lowell Hughes

To

.

lace

Tension Begins To Mount As Classic Tussle Hours Away
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Auburn Seeks Two
Wins This Season
' Ety ANDY REESE Jr:
United Perse Sports Writer
ATLANTA 11.8 — Needing only
two m,re kills for a perfect
season, sharp-shooting Auburn
goes hunting Saturday for its
ninth straight victory in hopes
of also bagging a national championship.
If the oddsmakers are right,
as far as the game is concerned.
Auburn coaches don't have a
worry.
The Tigers, top team in -lhe
a re
Conference
Southeastern
ranked third in the nation, have
the best defensive record in the
land, and is the only • major
team still unbeaten and untied.
Their opponent is an outclassed
non-conference Florida State, experiencing its worst season since
1952. Most bettors hesitate to
quote odds, Auburn is such a
solid favorite.
Coach Tom Nugent at Florida
State summed up the situation.
"With Auburn reaching for a
naional c-oimpkInship, they'll be
Shooting 'he works against us,"
he said. -We're facing tremendous oddr .."
Elsewhere in Dixie this week,
Georgia Teat efflettains Florida
in a conference headliner in
Allante Alabama meets Mississippi Southern. Vanderbilt plays
the C tadd, and Tennessee tries
to get back in the win column
against eft-beaen Kenucky.
Despite last week's loss to
Mississippi. Tennessee is still a
major bowl contender, but -needs
to get by both Kentucky. and
Vanderbilt. Mississippi, virtually

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
Phone 262
104 East Maple St.
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DUSINE RIDE

assured of a post-season invitation. is idle Saturday, along with
other teams getting ready for
the final big stand next week.
Last week, Auburn clinched its
sixth conference victory with a
close 6-0 verdict over Georgia,
a two-touchdown underdog. A
wider margin of victory might
have boosted the Tigers into
the No. 1 spot in the nation.
since powerhouses like Oklahoma
and Texas A&M were defeated.
But Coach Ralph (Shull) Jordan isn't underestimating this
week's foe. nit his traditional
state rival a., Alabama next
weeks
Las year, the Tigers were a
heavy favorite when they barely
edged out Florida State. 13-7.
Except for a 'freak play. the
Seminoles might have won. An
FSU halfback broke into the
By UNITED PRESS
clear on a kickoff return, only
to run into one of his own
CHICAGO —Kid Gavdan, 152,
teammates at the 34-yard line.
Cuba, outpointed Walter ElVers,
Defensively. Auburn leads the 146, Boston, Mass. (10).
nation allowing only 21 points
all season, and yielding only
NEWBURGH, N. Y. —Bobby
Bela. 12914. Youngstown, Ohio,
POLICE-. PROMISED
•
_
outpointed Henry (Pay)Gaut,
128, Spartaroburg, S.C. (10).
MONTREAL 'VI — Mayor Sarto Fournier promised today there
REVERE. Mass.: Joe Devlin,
will be police protection at Wilson Stadium Dec. 7 for the l52', Boston stopped Hal James,
all-star football game. Fournier 150, Springfield (2).
said he intended to prevent any
occurrences such as the minor
PHOENIX, /knit.: Zora Folley,
riot last Saturday after t h e
Hamilton - Montreal Big Four 195. Chandler. Ariz., knocked
out Duke Sabedong, 215, Hawaii,
football game.
(4).
PLAN ALTERED STADIUM
— —
TORONTO rtri — Officials of
the Canadian National Exhibition
have approved expansion of the
grandstand at the sports stadium
on their grounds, making the
stadium suitable for football and
soccer.
•
o•-

Today's Sports News Today

\\

High

Kentucky

By UNITED PRESS
FerSguson 63 Stearns 43
Shapville 61 Burns:de 16
Eubanks 67 Wayne County 62
Simpsonville 95 lestylorsville 45
Pulaski County '65 [liberty 58
Mackville 68 Western 66
St. Augustine .28
Fredericktown 27
•
Munfordvine 55
Elizabethtown Catholic 50
TeyforCo. 62 CumberlandCo. 58
Temple Hill 78 Austin Tracy 25
Bristow 55 Sunfish 44
Auburn 68 Alvaten 55
North Warren 93 Chandlers 88
Tremble Co. 64 Henry Central 50

Kid Gavilan
Avenges A
Defeat
—F•nener welcuic•iip
terweaeht chamoion Kid Cravean
aveneest a defeat with hie 105th
nrofes..,onel trim-nests' but his uninvereessd victim reeeelinted the
nutcome
going
because "lies
downhill."
"He's a better Lighter than he
was when I heat him a year
ago." Boston% Wafter Byars said,
"but hes still going down. He's
beeter just because of determination to prove to himself that
he's not washed up."
Byars, who lost a 10 round
decision to the former champien
he
said
Wednesday
night,
thaught "I won the tight, but
the judges I guess didn't go to
the same school I did, -ao tie
got -the derision.
el proved I'm a better ilighter
now," Gavilan said.
Robineon's entire puree
begn tied up by a federal tax
Lien until] Wednesday. Gibson
mid

via

TO NATURAL GAS

Your Natural Gas System offers

you

the lowest

priced

automatic fuel in this area.,
You can get the changeover made before your home cools,
by calling one of the following licensed

merchants.

Murray Supply Co.
Phone 314

Freed Cotham Company
Phone 661

Charles Willie
Phone 77

Cage
Schedule

Ward and Elkins
Phase 56

eele andAllbritten

Friday

Phone 841

Concord at Hazel
S. Marshall at Lynn Grove
Kirksey at Murray Trng.
Almo at Clinton
N. Marshall at S. Christian
Benton at St. Marys

Scarbrough Plumbing & Electric
Phone 875

Sam Calhoun Plumbing & Electric

Saturday

Phone 1054

H. E. Jenkins

Tuesday
Hazel vs. S. Marshall k Brewers)
Ktrksey at Almo
OAKLAND, Calif.: Bob Satter- Fulton Co. at New Concord
field, 183, Chicago, outpointed
Howard King, 194, Reno, (10).

Phone 498-J

Ken-Gas, Inc.

Atomic Schedule

Phone 1177

Monday

Tennis

Basketball

STILL TIME TO
Make A CHANGE

LOS ANGELES: Ricardo Moreno, 128, Mexico, stopped Ike
Chestnut, 128, New York, (S).

Football

School

Billy Martin
With Detroit

Unbeaten And
Untied Now
Only 13

Fulgham vs. S. Marshall
s (Brewers)

First In Local Sports News * First In United Press Sports News
rray, Kentucky

naped" symbol of victory in the
old rivalry.
The Voles also bring along a
wide superiority in the series,
having won 30 games to 14 for
games
eight
Kentucky, with
ending in ties. Tennessee won
lost year at Knoxville, 20-7, to
eriet a three - year Kentucky
string.

DETROIT as — Billy Martin,
a scrappy infielder who boasts
the New York Yankees never
lost a pennant while he was
in their lineup, was obtained.
ae tn.! Detroit Angers in a 13player trade with the Kansas City
Athletics.
The 29-year old Mann moved
to the lagers 'along with outfielders Gus Zernial and Lou
Skizas, pitchers Tom Morgan
and Mickey McDermott, a a is
catcher Tim Thompson.
Detroit gave up outfielders Bill
Tuttle and Jim Small, catcher
Frank House, and pitchers Duke
Mass and John Tsitouris in the
swap.
The Tigers will send two minor
NEW YORK er — The list of
players to the Athletics
unbeaten and untied college foot- league
what
ball teams today numbered only at a later date to complete
"one of
18 members half of whom al- Detroit officials termed
trades in our history."
ready have completed their reg- the biggest
Martin, a fiery native of San
ular-season schedule.
Francisco who Was with the
The most notable victim, of Yankees for five years before
course, during the past weekend his exit last summer after an
was Oklahoma, which had head- alleged night club incident in
eel the perfect record ranks since New York, was the key player
1954. Texas A&M. Hofstar, Am- in the trade from Detroit's point
herst and Prarie View (Tex.) of view.
He is expected to take over
were the other teams that failed
the shortstop job for the Tigers
to survive weekend action.
and pave the way for Harvey
With the elimination of Okla- Kuenn to move to right field or
homa and Texas A&M. Auburn first base.
and Arizona (Tempe) State were
Martin, informed of the trade
the only major representatives on in Kansas City, was reported
the list. Each has a 8-0 fecord elated.
an deach has two games to play.
"Just give me a chance." the
West Chester (Pa.) is the lean infielder told the Tiger
highest scoring team in the select front office by telephone.
group wilt 327 points in _pine
maiur league career,
games. Jamestown (N. D.) com- Martin never has hit higher than
pleted its six-ame schedule un- .267 Lor a full season. But he
beaten, untied and unscored 'up- had a fat .500 average in the
on.
1953 World Series,

Results

The Ledger&.TimesSportsPage
Basketball

at quarterback, Glenn Shaw at
left head and Ledger Howard
at right end.
The only Kentucky seniors
certain to start are Miehaels at
left tackle and Bob Collier at
left guard. Another senior, Bobby Walker, may go at fullback.
The rest, all juniors, will be
Doug Shively at left end. Dick
Blocker at center,- Jim Miller at
right guard, Bob Lincion at right
tackle, Flabby Cravens at right
half, and possibly Cliff Tribble
at fullback.
Coming from Knoxville to
liven up the festivities will be
the Volunteer band; "Smoky,"
the bluereck bound dog which
serves as the Volunteer mascot;
and the old beer keg which
serves as the frequen'ly "keg-

IF YOU PLAN TO USE NATURAL GAS THIS FALL OR WINTER
AND DO NOT HAVE A GAS SERVICE LINE TO YOUR HOME

Princeton vs. Feast Construction
at Sharpe.
Hardin vs. Rugg The Druggist
at Sharpe.
Possum Trot at Benton
Mayfield Sun-Drop at Cunningham.
Murray vs. Lyon County at Kuttawa.

CALL 366

MURRAY NATURAL GAS SYSTEM
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Mak(

Lochie Landolt, Editor
Informal Party For
Local .1ISC Girls
Given by Miss Tate

Weddings

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Aorpo xlinsiely 100 girls attended the informal party given
by Miss Lillian Taus Dean of
Women, Murray State College,
at Woods Ilan, Wednesday, Novernber 20 from, 3 to 4:30 p.m.
The guest list included Mornay
gulS enrolled at the college and
sehrOeorrinartinirlittlionts.
—
A large serving table w a $
overlaid with a white, Chinese
linen,
embroidered
dodo
A
Colorful bowl of fruit served
as a centerpiece. Coolues, nuts,
and hot Chocolate, poured from
a ,;ilver urn. were served to the
Helping oserve were members
of the Woods' Hall Council, Misses Ann Smith. Alma Atoexxl,
Nancy Westerfeld, Martha &insun, Cazuly-n Lowe, Mary Loyd
Puckett. Margaret
Kincannon,
Carolyn Tate, Ann Enoley, Carolen Grainger. Sanckra Wtheland,
Glenda Wiley, Mary
Harding,
Devonne Jackson and Suzanne

Friday, November 22
'A bazaar, open to the public.
will be held in the basement of
the National Hotel from 10 a.m.
until 5:30 p.m. It will be open
Saturday'. between the hours of
10 asp, and 3 poi. The, bazaar
is sponsored by the Christian
Women's Fellowship of the rirst
Christian chore's•• •
Saturday. November 23
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's elub will meet

South .11array
Homemakers Club
Meets Recently

at the club hoses at 2:30 in the
afternoon. Dr. W. F. Steely will
stook to the groop on "History
Making De'cieions of the United
S=tes Supreme Court." Hostesses are Me9CIAME•S Seiburn White,
E. .S.. Diuguido Carlisle Cutiethin,
W. S. Swann and Mies Fridges
Rococo.
_
'as.
Monday, November 25
The American Legion
ooll meet at the Legion Hall
at seven o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. Allen Austin, district presiden: from Fulton, will be the
guest siseaker.
•••
Circle V of the First Meilendia Ounvh will meet at seventhirty ,,'clock at the home of
Mrs. Robe-rt Smith. 1012 Sharpe.
• 5 ••
The SVMS of the Manorial
Baptist ChOrith will hold its
gerieral meeting at the church
at 7:30 p.m..
•• • •

The South Murray Homemakers Club met in the home of
Mrs. Paul Hodges, College Farm
Road. Niwember 14 at 10:30 am.
to begin their, we year's work.
Mr' N. P. Cavil... newly elected president, called the meeting
to order. Mrs. Henry Hargis.
Tuesday. November 26
reading chairman. s pok e on
•. • •
The Gladys .McEloath BWC
"What Thapksgiverut Should
Main to kis", and read the 100th the Memorial Baptist Church
Psalm. She told the members will miox at the chime* at 5:45
that Thanksgiving Day should pm. The program will be from
be every clay. That they should the Mission Study book and will
never be as the greedy, pig. go- be 'ought by Mass Ruth 'KoosMee Marion Beiote was elect- ing about rapidly devouring the ten, mission - chairman of the
to serve as president of the good fruit as it fora to t h e BI:eid River Association. • Each
Junior Garden Department alits gremd: never looking op to see member is asked to bring a
art meeting held recently at where
comes from; but they covered dish and all lathes of
.-Olse- Mornay.. pecric
sn,,u:,d ever remember the crea- the church are iovred to attend.
• •••
'less Bekee is the daughter of tion and every clay by thankful
The Lython Claw of the Fort
Mr. and Mrs. Jack M. Belote. 55 Hon for our many blesangs.
Main Street.
A lewon
-Lour Calorie Bapoox Chtirch will meet - at
Electee as officete wee Mar- MeaS"', was preseoted by Mrs. seven o'clock in the evening at
/ere. Rose Bryan, '.'ice president; L. E. Fisk and Mrs. E. C. Jones. the hone of Mrs. R. L. Ward.
".
ese made or, ssw Is Group IV .s in charge of the
Eka7t y
secretary: Betsey sousso
Blalock. Jane Bryan. and Pam- ccemt calories and charts were Iff`-'grt". Mr'• Laurtr* Duran is
ela Rom. telephon committee.
shover. on calories needed for group captain
••• 6
Other- members arending were different types of work a
d
Becky Moore. Andy the*. Vicki play. Each member was urged
Eipsceianti. and Judy Hargis.
:o !earn frnm their dioctor the •1Irs.
. It o-m decided *.hal the next actual weight she should be. acesteem' would be head at the cording to4size and occupation.
segorxi Monday in December at
Following the les& so kuath
the home of Mrs. 011ie Brown was prepared and served te
The Golden Circle Sunday
at 305 Scarth lath Street.
Iiiusora:e what the leaders had
SeOre.1 Class of the First Baptist
expained.
•
Church met at the home of Mrs.
The
bosMess
meeting
was
James McNeely Thuraday. NoHEAR HOW
conducted by Mrs. Cavitt with
vember 14 at 7:30 in the even14 members present. The club
iholcurnscl_ three new •••,.•505.5r, :rig. Co-hostess for the everting
to the ineet.ing: Mesdames Law- was Mrs. U. E.
Mrs.•Kenneth Cremer preteritrence Former. Matioce Chris:5ied the devotional isn "Higher
, pews and •Ker.r.eth 0555.cr..,
The club made a cliniaoon to Values of 'Life." Various items
$:t5 EACH SUNDAY A M.
busine-w were thecussed with
the 1:21:70d Food drive aria plans sf
On Radio Station W N BS
special emphasis given to tbe
' were di3cusbed
the Cnnst-01rigtmr.s party which is to be
• also •
mas dinner and party. December Deermbee 14
1,
.1
Baptist
WSIX TV
CHANNEL
11 a: the ammo
Mr,.
I Kesler Ohnstrnal-Tirs
NASHVILLE
gen:igen-o yes were served to
Ear .. Suds,
n
P
'
I echanged. Mrs. Henry Hard* Mesdames Kermeth A d a in
'I hr o
ace*
Tommy Alexander. David HowCleatto Cagle. Joe R. Car',enter. HaSon Charlten. Donald
Cole, Kenneth
Cremer. Cecil
Garrett, Lewis Mann, Charles
Wrionen. Rqbert G. Wilson, WUIxon Wyatt and the co-hostes-,

Junior Garden Club
Elects .1Iiss Belote
President

James .11c1Veely
Hostess To Golden
Circle Class

Lynn Grove Club
Meets In Home Of
.11rs.- Butterworth

Cinemiracle
Is Unveiled
This Week

Mrs. Vernon . Butierwooli was
hotness for the regular monthly
meet mug of the Lynn Grove
Homemakers Club at her home,
Thueeday. November 14.
Mrs. Bryan Murdock presided
By VERNON SCOTT
at the meeting. The devotional
thought for the month was given United Press Staff Correspondent
by Mo.s Marion Crawford;
HOLLYWOOD VI'- A brand
Mrs. Butterworth spoke to the
new motion pictrire process, modon
group
the
landseespe
lesson. estly named
Mrs.. Charlie Hale was hostesa
"Cinemiracle," was
to Circle II of the WSCS of the In her talk, sine brought out that unveiled this week. It's a einethis
is the right time of year rama Fine Methodist Church in the
like .gimmick that overhome- of her daughter, Mrs. to plant shrube, evergreen, and whelms audiences with sheer bigCharles Mason Baker. North 19th shade trees. It is not too late to ness.
Street...Tuesday, November 19 'at plant sprang bulbe, she said, and
Cinemiracle prov ides more
there is still tirne to m o_v e three i.-gtunen.Lion-1
2:30,p.m.
'_
_
.
effect than
rdista,
-fiirib
cliin
shrubs
and
everThe devotional, taken f ro m
VistaVision or Cinemagreens
that
are
not
placed
to
Scope, and improves some Of
Mark 25, was presented by hers.
the technical facets of Cinerama.
Oisode -"Phiener.' - Mrs.- litroosies your
Mrs.
Joel
Crawford
and
Mrs.
A three-camera process reCr ea. director of the College
Loatharit
Carl
were
in
charge quiring a trio of projectors and
Wo9leyan Foundation, spoke to
of
the
lesson
main
on lo.xi. They special' sound eqUIprinent, Cinethe group on the -Roots of Prejudice" taken from the mission prepared and &erred a oilrad to miracle is the best of big screen
efforts to date.
study book "Kmdium Beyond the members for the lesatin.
Food leauers will be in charge
Demonstration of the jumbo
Cast."
A Shoe( bussiness meeting was of planning .a meal to be pre- process was presented In the
conducted by the chairman, Mrs. pared and served at the next Melrose Theater, a defunct popmeeting. R will be held Decent- corn palace which folded when
IS L. Divelbiss
Refreaunents were served by beo 12 at the home of Mrs. television stomped,onto the scene.
No Repetition, He Hopes
Sirs. Hale to the 23 members Cloys Butterworth at 10:30 in
In a speech preceding the
.the morning.
and three visitors present.
showing, Elmer C. Rhoden, pres• * •
ident of National Theaters. Inc..
•
0 •
hiked around the shabby theater
and said, "We hope that Cinemiracle can prevent this sort
of thing from happening in the
future."
As developer of the new method Rhoden claims his machine
&fiords
Circle I of the WSCS of the
wall-to-wall, floor-too
ceiling viewing for the first time
First
Methodist
Church
met
Tuesday. November 19 .at the
Alt movie history;
"The screen can go as high
home of Mrs. Mary Alexander.
and wide as a theater allows,"
Mrs. Lawrie Rickert was cohe told the Hollywood press
hostess.
corps. "There's no, fixed ratio of
Following the short business
height to width."
meeting, the roll was called and
. The experimental screen in
each member answered with her
Hollywood is 24 feet high. 83
faviiriie scripture verse.
feet wide. A demonstration screen
"Jesus Calls- was the theme
in New York is 34 by 81 feet
for Mrs. Rafe Jones' devotional.
and 16 feet. deep. Projection
Mrs. N. P. Hutson irresereed
covers a field of 146 degrees
the program on Christian EducaJohn Joseph Frank
wide and 55 degrees high - aption and Spiritual Leadership to
proximately that of human vithe circle members.
"UNDERCOVER"- John Joseph
sion, which is 160-60 degrees.
Frank, former Fill and CIA
"My Oath Looks Up To Thee"
Viewers "In" Picture
agent, is on trial in Washingwas sung by the group and the
Cinemiracle gives a clear picton,
accused
of
working
as
an
meeting was closed with the
ture from any yardage in the
agent for the Dominican ReLord's Prayer.
theater - no blurring or chspublic without registering as
Refresnments were, served the
(international)
such.
members by 'he hostesses.

Club News
Telephone 1685

Locals
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Activities

tortion. Viewers really feel "in"
the picture, a discomfitting pimenonienon at times.
Test films included hair-raising rides up and down San
Francisco hilly streets, a 55 ild
trip through Philadelphia on a
hook and ladder fire truck and
a crash dive via submarine.
Whenever the camera plunges
unexpectedly it takes the view-

.1Irs. Hali Hostess
To 11.SCS Group

er's stomach with it.
"Falling attendance and business setbacks in motion pictures
resulted from not putting enough
money back ino research," Rhoden says. "-When we sent letters
to producers explaining our new
development only Jack Warner
gave us any encouragement."
Because of his interest Warner,
will film the second feature using Cinemiracle. It Is fittingl
titled "The Miracle."
The first pictuer 13 Louis de
Rochemont's "Cinemiracle Adenture," a travelogue epic Mined around the voyage of a Norwegian windjammer and h e r
crew scheduled for release next
March.
So optimism again flows in
She.._JaUntliced veins
__moolee
town, but the big-wigs are reminded that a good movie with
top stars will make money no
matter what size the screen.

llofTERLOCKINO
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•ielieci. Large
toed for moo

• MILCH
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young
he fresh span:
,pkinevillv,

,OK,.! Tun Alo
,5 s with Alum
,r, $1159 meta
,5 e the triple t
,5menit. Up to
liome(Senn)
sin Street. Ph.

CROSSW
BACTERIA KTUIR-Pretty Mrs.
Alma Goldstein, 86, it shown
In Abbott Laboratories, CM..
cam where she discovered the
only drug known to kill bacteria instead at merely halting
their growth. It is called -spontin," and she disoovered it in •
maniple of earth gathered ist the
-Garden of the Dods" park in
Colorado. That Was on a vacation in 195L She went to work
on that earth sample and
others she brought back, and
found sponttn" in the Colo(hareneational)
rado earth.

Circle I WSCS
Meets !nth Mrs.
liar), Alexander

ACROSS

1-in music. hli
4—Time gums by
5-Shrub
12-tiiho of sodla
13 —Thing. done
14—Silkworm
IS—Animal's fool
is-tookins for
13--Barracuda•
20— Virginia WWI
21-11ehold!
12—Hitter retch
:a— Arena
22—Prefix: wros

99123094
Ala WO awl 500
Wog:Wing Rag S123.00

ati!...i.ups to ithow dole&
Prices *wade Feartal Tea

29— Rare of
lett ore
30— Brief
31 —Intlefinit•
article

FURCHES
3. 4th St.

Ph. 1934

52-Container
32— Posaraad
it-Compass #01
'7,- Sharpen
i—Itiscr Island

33—Vigor (rata

•0

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS

•

COMING HOME SOON - It as Indicated that Cl William S.
Girard, shown leaving the c•• .rt building in a car after his convirLon and suspended three-. ear sentence in Maebashi. Japan,
.would be sent back to the U S. DOOM, With Girard are his attorney, Maj. Stanley F. Levin (left), and Koh Talcenaka, U. S.
Army interpreter. The Japanese court convicted the Ottawa,
III., GI in the -carelessness' killing of a Japanese woman on
(Int ernotscnsoi Radiophoto)
an Army rifle range.
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W EtC OME-Adlat Stevenson
shakes hands with a reporter
on arriving in Washington for
foreign policy talks with Secre(intcrnatsasal)
tary Dulles.

TODAY

AND
SATURDAY

IAOSI
IttEsZtit.n
Of
"00.
OPERAIIONS Of
*3#51
eassA
Tha

rati‘i

Turkey• unloaded from truck (left) and, 33 minutes later, dressed and being cooled fright) prior
to fre• zing. Behind comeyor Is ti terinary Dr. M. I. Ostroaski. Agriculture department inspei tor.

ifut6-34,;Aufax
...salutes the fashion
significance of lace in
this enchanting nlimliney
of nylon Val bands over
its own

The itry

essence of

glamour! Shadowy-sheer

ti.slons to ssease a spell of enchantment. The
oily ,stockings to ocar on

EI,LCATS
4Nov

those important occa1

sions ohcn glamow is the keynote. Propt rtioned
_
.
_ .
fit perfectly, in lovely new-season shades.

acetate taffeta slip.
Taupe or blue
with matching lace.

$24.95

to

for thet• who lite the finest

•

Black with white:
aim 7 to 17...

5 to 51.93

NANCY DAVIS

SI.,

*
Foreground are Icing tanks. Birds are taken
from them and put on conveyor for final Inspa-thin. Then to a washer (left), and finally
to a quality grader. Then they go Into a blast
freezer, ahieh preserves color and freshness.

1 itiLlezo-4-2,'3

PRE-THANKSGIVING JOB-This
on befoto you enrol your choppers o
We Missouri Farmers aaproctatioa

AND

Ok'eti by the fornous
Minx Modes Board of Review

DIix
*

isimprr
.
119cifffge
Al no RAY
KEITH

Parking for shipment. Four turkeys go Into
each carton. Individual packing is a% ailahis
for market, is of gift turkeys, These turkey*
erre part of is one-day 2.300-torkey ishIpment
rained by .101in Witter of Bonnets MilL Mn.

st the turkey situation gives you some idea of what gore
-email.* come Thanksgiving Day. The photos are trim
processing plant In Union, Mo.
(IntentationalL
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;tomach with It.
Sling attendance and bust.
setbacks in motion pictures
ed from nut putting enough
y back ino research," Rho;ays. "When we sent letters
oducers explaining our new
upment only Jack Warner
us any encouragement."
'ause of his interest Warners
film the second feature usCinemlracle. It Is fittingly
"The Miracle."
s first pictuer IS Louis de
emont's "Cinemiracle Ad[re," a travelogue epic filmonind the voyage of a Norin windjammer and h e r
scheduled for release next
h.
optimism again flows in
niundlred v ems ..0.1
but the big-wigs are reed that a good movie with
stars will make money no
what size the screen.
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TEE LEDGER II TINES - 11171tRAT, KENTUCKY
teens.
"For girls, I suppose party
dresses are the number o n e
item." she said. "Boys? Well,
overcoats, belAt blue suits and
ice skates."
One customer wandered in
and within halif-an-hour h a d
selected 17 wintef :coats with
matching hats and leggings.
"I thought, what a family
she's got," said Mrs. Macleod
"But she was only mailing them
to her nieces in various parts
of the country."

A Week in
Manhattan

4-H NEWS
The Murray High School 4-H
Club .met Tuesday, November 19,
in the Calloway County Extension office.
The members first filled out
enrollment cards and then elected
June Foy, president; Billy Young,
vice-president; Betty Hart, secretary; Joyce Hargis, treasurer;
and Donna Grogan, newspaper
reporter. Donna Grogan, last
year's treasurer gave a financial

By GAY PAULEY
United Press Staff Correspondent
la par word Far Oros days. Classified ads are payable In advanou
NEW YORK 1P1 -This week
In Manhattan:
One New York socialite prdaluminum, 25 hp. BICYCLE, girl's 20 Mich.,. Phone THREE
R 00 M •UNfurnished videcl some assistance to the
johnison motor. See Hoyt Wilson 943-M-2.
N22P apartment. Private bath, near long-suffering parent watching
Or Ohara 316.
N22C
town. Call 230.
TFC junior sprout right out of a per3 bestrii.,iii frame house. 54 CHEVY, 2-door, seat
'55
fectly good suit or coat. Mrs.
ComV-8
STUDEBAKER,
covers,
Lassiss, garage and utility new tires, going
Sayre MacLeod, whose eon alFashion's produced the servTo
at $595. Lamp- mander , ha rdtu p, automatic
s-ge shady lot. Can kins Motor
ways did just that, opened a iceable house dress and t h e
Sal, 3rd & Maple. transmission., "Looking for a FSERVICES OFFERED
cleaning house for out - grown glamorous at-home wear. Now
be used for income. Call 913.
Mune 519.
N23C home." Lanvpkins Motor Sales,
but not out - worn children's comes an in-between costume3rd & Maple. Ph. 519.
N25P
N23C
OEAD STOCK removed free.
clothes.
designed both for cooking and
I HAVE several good used wa8hRadio dispatched trucks. Duncan
geick CUSHMAN Moftr Seicia0s. Place Tankage Co. Prom pt eery Ice 7 • Other wetness-run shops • 4o hostessing.- •
r 6 Jerseys, 4 Iar-fffildfill173-ffieM
CO-Wf
give adult clothing a second run,
David Cryital Co. will market
sale.
G.
See
407
your
So.
Raohardson,
orders
now.
Excellent
steins, young cows, freet or
days a week. Call long distance
.N23C_ _Chribtmas fats_ See M. G. Rich- collect. Mayfield 433, Union Chao but Mrs. MacLeod said h e r them. A spokesman for t he
• be freeSh span: Dave Gnee,oftt 221.-SL, -or_ famine 24.
"second act" is the only one of manufacturer said the new line
ardson,
call
or
74,
Murray.
Ihepkinbville, _Ky.,. call 6-2693.
'305.
its kind in New York and she "definitely is not for the woman
N23C
N29P 2 PORTABLE electric heaters-,
believes one of the few in the who's going to slave for hours
practicedly new. 'In good condination.
over a hot stove. They're more
Phone
tion.
J.
Mm.
Haack.
I.
( LOST & FOUND
LOOK! Ten Alum storm win"The Whole idea came to me for the sukiyaki type cook . . .
N23C
when a friend gave me a jacket the girl with a terrace or pentvs with Alum screen and one 674.
for my son," said Mrs. MacLeod.
,r, $189 inatalled. We also
INSIDE PALNTING. Also work LOST: Bird dog, 20 mos. old
"It didn't lit, and I got to thinke the triple track. No down FRESH FISH. Leona.rd Wood, 1
stopping leaks in basement. Call female, sonde and liver spots, ing,
what oan a parent do?
\mem. Up to 36 months eto mile on Coldwater Road. Phone
New proof the race is growI040-W.
N25P named Susie. Wearing colar but
Children's clothes cost a Monne ing taller:
v. Home Comfort Co., 18th and 1067-M. Open from noon during
seen yesLast
name
no
p)ate.
TFC
and you hate to discard a per- , The Mueeum of the City of
\lan Stroot. Ph. 1303.
D17C week ciays, all day Sat.
CAR OWNERS. We are provid- terday near Oki Salem chord's fectly-good garment!'
New York this week opened an
N25C
1774.
phone
Boyd,
Loyd
ing family automobile insurance
When Sayre, her 14-year- dd esehnit of fashions through 250
to
day's Puzzle
al 25% below normal rates. PurCROSSWORD PUZZLE "'we'
in. went away to prep sellout, years .But in its review, live
d,im and Thurman Insurance,
clothes for
Mrs. MacLeod went into busi- models displayed
COP CAME
3S-Shortly
ACROSS
sotohside Court Square, Ph. 842
40-High
only the last 57 years.
ness.
0
AWE
A9
RD
111
13
I--In music, high
mountain
or 847.
TFC
RfE 7 i R E I L
"We couldn't find any models
"I'm just not one of th we
E
4-Tone gone Ly
11-Sun god
AiN D ALE HAM
41-1)inner course
women to sit around moping," small enough for the earlier
so_
•
12.-Sixo of zodiac 44-Expels
It)
PIE
Rii4
ei
Freeand
Arvin-H. Kopperud
McAneny
Ruth
said Mrs. MacLeod. Her hus- gowns," said
Off ice cluttered up with Coats,
47-Training
11-Things clone
5i--Stalemate
14-7411koorm
rain coats, hats and umbrellas? man Johns.en .to L. I). Miller band is an insurance company Loud. "Only a 12-year-old girl
52-Couple
E L E ME
'A
15-ArilmaJ'il foot
official and away from h wne con;i3 fit into those 18th and
53-Arrow poison
111-1"kinx for
We have the answer. Lyon Steel and I. Welts Purdorn, 3 lots.
OA
EL
eL
E i
64-Before
1S-Barracudan
Wildie H. Elks and Lorene frequently.
19th Century things."
SPAR oNA IrA
UEI A
coat racks beautifully finished
WI
SO-Virxinla willow 55-Aid
i§si
•S-Order of
21-11ehol4!
rrt T LAP
0p
"Well," she said, "I wanted
in soft harmonizing Gray Baked Ellis to 0. 0. Flora and Musello
Il-Hhtt,-r vetch
whales
PERUS!E
something to keep me busy. This
Enamel a really durable and Fiore, 36 acre. of Land.
FUMES FATAL TO TWO
131-Seens
117-Conducted
ERIN T Alw
117-1'refix: wrong
Earl Nanny and Marie Nanny does."
- Two
long lasting finish. Constructed
'ATLANTA, Ga.
4,1
n-ltaes of
DOWN
of sturdy, formed square tubular to James A. Pharis and Celia F.
All clothes for re-sale must deer hunters were found asletuo••
30-Brief
1-Mountains of
be in A-1 condition. Her "take" phyxiated in their tent near here
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SALE STILL ON at N.. B
°Li. Everything less than cost.
Still lot of china, cryatal, gifts
lrardwares palms and oil heaters.
N23C

FOR RENT
apartment.
2 ROOM D 44A
Utilities furnished, for man and
wife. Coldwater Rd.. near Five
N24P
Points. Call 1625 nights. •
APARTMENT FOR RENT: 3rooms, private entrance, private
bath, ground floor, electric heat.
NTF
Ptspne 1_975 or .1656-J.
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"Anil if she rdosn's"" Brady
nnt this
fti trouble I dond
mt.% rTF:r 24
shooting gal- pressid
RE:.(1111:1.• Buhl In late!town turned into n
That wasn't a question arl of
savvy?"
.itternoon and camped along lery. You
us could answer, lee we turned to
Toll
see
better
you'd
"Then
the riser under the cottonwoods
the bar and had our drinks.
at almost the exact spot where don't start trouble." Frank said. Brady. more impatient than ever.
Bessdgets
see
better
years
"And you'd
I had camped nearly four
said: "Now you boys listen to me
a fair trial," Johnny Strong I'm the mayor of this town and
before with my folks.
added.
We took care of our horses,
I'm speaking for it, We've got
"She'll get a fair trial," Veach between three and four hundred
staking them out in the grass benever
boys
you
river,
reckon
the
and
town
said. "1
tween the
people living here, most of them
gathered a tall pile of firewood. sat in court when Judge Jeffer- women and kids, and even us
and stood around arguing about son Brundage was presiding. men don't have a stake in the
what our course of action should Nothing formal about him. But trouble between you and Rafter
be My father or Elder Smith he's fair."
3.
would have taken hold. but as it
Johnny Strong hit the bar an
Veach started to turn around.
was, none of Us had any real I asked, "Where's Si Beam?"
hard with his fist that the glasses
state- as a group leader.
jumped. "Tutu better see your
"I dunno."
Suddenly it struck me that he folks stay under cover. We've had
I was the only one who wanted
ti let the townspeople know we might have Bess locked up in his two men murdered who were an
were there. I said we'd come to filthy jail. He was halfway to innocent as any of your women
balance any threat Toll would the front door of the courthouse and kids. Now one of our women
make and the sooner we annrainc- when I asked. "Where are you is being tried for something she
didn't do. I dunno what's gonna
ed ourselves, the better.
keeping Bess?"
"In the hotel." lie turned and happen. but I know Vic Toll and
In the end they gave in withwoman
I know we ain't gonna stand for
out me having to tell them I hail looked at me. "I've got a
and
another reason, a personal one. with her I ain't gonna put her him framing Beam Nordine
Canon
I had to know if Kitsy was there in Ail unless she's convicted, but sending her to jail In
City."
yid. and I would have gone alone If you boys try to-"
He stalked out, all the rest fol"We won't," Frank said. "You
if I'd had to First, Frank Dance
lowing him but Frank [Janet and
barked me, then Johnny Strong, lust keep her out of that Jail."
There were twelve of us alto- me. I &eked, "Where will you
and flintily the rest of them
gether, and It wasn't often that and your friends stand if we get
agreed to go.
When we reached the court• eleven armed men walked down into a fight, Mr. Brady?"
"We'll stand against the side
tenor at the end of Main street. Buhl's Main street In a bunch.
shot," Brady
the min was well down in the The news that we were there that fires the first
don't let It happen,
west, hut the day hadn't cooled. would be all over town within a said, "but
Munro."
The Summer had been dry and matter of minutes.
"Vie can't promise anything."
We flied Into the hotel lobby.
hot with no rain here in finhl for
As soon as the clerk. Brown, I said. "There's something bigger
wee ks.
you or Inc or Bess."
Ed 'Veach must have seen U.S reeognized us, he came out from here than
He got his pipe out and ailed it
from his office in the courthouse. behind his desk and gravely shook
know that, Munro. Judge
He came out, and called to us, hands all around. He said: "Fm 1
No- Brundage knows it, too. I talked
standing bareheaded In the sun- mighty glad to see you boys.
this afternoon. None of its
light, red in the face and sweat- body can scare the judge, but he to him
likes the things that have hapdon'tlive here. The jury does."
ing.
Here again was a line of think- pened In this fight you boys are
"What are you fellbwe doing In
that Wasn't Monopolized by having with Rafter 3, but turning
ing
•
in
demanded
t'e'ach
?"
town
won't
one man. We went into the bar. our town into • shambles
bullying voice.
Wea make those thing. right"
"Come down riff your high Alec Brady, the Mayor,
Elder Smith could have argued
he saw who
horse, Ed," Frank Dance said.. there, and as soon 14.9us.
"I'm pay- with him, maybe found a way out
We were he came to
"We ain't breaking no law."
your of this mess, but I couldn't. Con"We're aiming to visit court to- ing." he said. "What's
fused, I turned away and walked
gentlemen?"
choice.
morrow," I said. "A neighbor of
then into . the lobby, Frank following
ordered,
and
up
lined
We
Remember?"
elms is being tried.
that ma. All this time I had been
lie backed up, looking us over Brady said: "It's no secret
this thinking that this fight had to he
as if uncertsin how far he could we've been worried about
Beet nordlne was brought to a head and that Vic
Posh us, or whether he could trial ever Melee
Toll and his crew had to be wiped
lesh at all. He said, 'There's an indicted. Rafter 3 will be here in out: hut I knew nOw I was wrong.
will happen
iilinnnee in this town against the menning. What
I thought about Bess as we
then 7"
reos:ing guns."
bark to camp through
walked
our
poured
bartender
The
We knew there was such an
the thickening twilight If she
stand.
them
let
we
but
drinks,
ordinance, but we also knew It
Brady's had any chance, I couldn't see it
wasn't enforced. I aNted, "Vic When nobody answered
question, he got impatient. "All
Toll in town?"
Vie Tull lives up to his le-Noss
right, all right You boys didn't
• gend of power and toughness
"Ile will he," I said. "You go- come to nasal tor'the ride on
at the first day of the trial.
dny as hot as this."
Int: to take his gun?",
Mal miss the fast action In
mid
Frank
right,"
'Thaert
Veach haeked up another step.
of
Installment
tomorrow's
We
Alec.
job,
put-tip
a
ii4
.I reckon you'd befter keep "This
"
"Desperate Man."
trial."
fair
a
get
to
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yours," ht said. "Jolt don't start aim tor
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DISTRIBUTOR WANTED
TO PERFORM SUPERVISOR DUTIES

Tremendous Yearly Income Possible
National Company has immediate opening in this and surrounding areas for responsible local person to supervise and
direct package food route. All of the accounts are established
by Company and include Drive -In Theatres, Drug Stores,
Chain Stores, 5 & be Stores, etc No selling is required by
the distributor and it may be handled part time at start if
desired. You must have a cash investment of $600 ot $3,000
which is fully secured. Unlimited aid given by Company in
expansion. ii you have the desire for an annual income of
1115,000 to $25,000, good character and necessary cash -. then
Write: Box No. 32, '• Ledger & Times, Murray, Ky.

Get More Out
Of Life,

DRIVE-IN

FR1.-SAT. - NOV. 22-23 - TWO THRILLERS!!

GO TO A MOVIE
THIS WEEK-END!
NOVEMBER 24-25

SUNDAY - MONDAY

KILLERS

RR HORT Of 7111 ROCK
RN() It011 6111111111111011I

,s•
,
OtI th• 10
...

CRIME
IN THE

DEAN

Tot!,
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IMGH
OLDS t,

Will&•tklAil

UMW

STREETS

Sheep 1,800. T•it l's active,
steady; good and choice wooled
lambs 19.50 to 21.50, top 22,
Utility and good wooled lambs
16 te 18.50

o---t JERRY

MARTiN•LEwiS,
HOUYWOori II

•HALwALLis,.._

•

PAT N.0
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THEIR LAST TOGETHER!
by Ernie Buah

I'M SO THRILLED---/
I ASKED THAT NEWet
BOY TO GIVE ME
HIS PHOTOGRAPH ---

HE SAID
WAS THE
ONLY ONE HE
COULD FIND

-

I WON'T
OPEN IT

THIS

UNTIL I
GET HOME
;
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•

441/618
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by Raeburn Van Buren

• ABBIE an' SLATS

W-WHAT'S THE
/NATTER, SLATS?
LAND 0' GOSHEN,
YOU'RE ALL PALE
AND SHAKIN';

SINCE MORBIDA DAWN'S GOT
'TO EXPERIENCE ANYTHING SHE'S
WRITING ABOUT--

L -LISTEN TO
(CHOKE)
THIS:

C

Z. lf/

by Al Capp

LIL' ABNER
How Sect,e HasslkinS
Began (Cci,st,,Kreci-)
NONE
1101131ELORSI:f- 51NCE
'MAAR./

0'YO'BIN MAN ENuFF T

NIAH DOTTER,54011 -AN
GOTTA TAKE FIRM

AH DECLARES THIS
•SADIE HAWKINS DA•effWHEN Alt FIRES -1/42'
STARTS RUNNIN?'WHEN
A/-1 FIRES AGIN,SADIE
STARTS!' TH'ONE SHE
KETCHES'LL a HER

-LcsGo..

HUSBIN'

MEASURES!!

T.. 1••• t. I. PO ..).-A% Ng. .....5••••411
••

c., its, s. o.,..i iiisevo s.....e.
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, THANKS,
VELAR 'Em,
MAMMYIRREGARDLESS.r.r
buT, THE"I'S (
2THEY
/A/'T
TOO
PURTY
THEY'S-6 4-11.P.
TO RUN
)
SHOES-r.r-7
N-

„
ii...1

44 t
•

Well, Sadie did catch one The
other Dogpatch spinsters
allowed it were such a good
idea -Sache Hawkins Day
‘.
.,A
was made an ennui,I affair II -

;_

pI

i.- 601111111111Plom
'

assa.4.4.

Open 6:00 - Start 6:45
Your Year 'Round
Drive-In

Cattle 2,500. Calves 700. Dull;
standard and good heifers and
mixed yearlings 18 to 22.50, top
24; cows moderately active,
steady; • utility and commercial
13.50 to 16; bulls steady; utility
and commercial 15 to 17.50;
vea‘lers and calves steady; good
and choice vealers 24 to 28,
top 31; good and choice slaughter
calves 18 to 21.

Phone 433

'ORAPtheAat/e

FRI.-SAT., SUN.-MON.

Hogs 12,500. Fairly active; barrows and gilts steady to 25 cents
higher; sows steady to strong,
25 cents higher, bulk U.S. 1-3, ;
mixed weight and grade. 16.75
to 17.511, sows 1-3, 40a0 lb down !
15 to 15.50.

at 4th & Main

Corner

NANC"

ol%
i4rr From the' novel publish 0,1
19-4 P4'.7 Wa m
by TM MaisaUlaa Co. Distributed by !Dag faiitwes *adieus.

•

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

Fran-cl Tirrnsfers

i

Telephone 1003

104 N. 4th St.

NOTICE

rutocmwo Rim st#Ts

report.
Present were ten members, Mrs.
Barletta Wrather, John Vaughn
and Mrs. Henry Hargis, community leader from the South
Murray Homemaker's club.
The next meeting has been
planned for December 3, 1957,
at the projection room of Murray
High School. All members and
prospective members are urged
to attend.
Donna Grogan. Reporter
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received from working
values
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B Anderson said hit
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for
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PAPER SUITS fltifit-Irs a demonstration of paper clothing. both
swimsuit add man's suit, made_by Cincinnati Industries. Inc.,
• with Its X-Crpe material The paper is regulor kraft. like a
grocery sac*. but the cross t:repea. or X-Crepe. Itt•ft it all.
difectsue strength Swimsuit la plastic coated. (Intrrboholobi)
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VI-ALS Fancy Veals
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TERRIFIC BARGAINS In Materials
For Practically Every Use!

Crea
m°
MARGARINE
Arthur Raemoad Carr, 40.
murder.

•

becoew Creme lawmen ,s mails hem revs and fa.(q.o,MS bleted
lienkmd cttoesani and sevbeir el.
Perlvt o set RCM* t•ae -gticetiOe sod Kid Selassie ft. artificial flaws. la ase rt

rq•

• WOOLENS
• VELVETEEN
And 0 hers

• COTTONS
• CORDUROY

FOR SMOOTHER, RICHER FLAVOR

Myle Painter. It&
murder.

REMEMBER JOHN DILLINGIEft?-Here are four of the seven prisoners who elk 3 pe0 from the Crown Point, Id., jail, a lockup
which hasn't jet re -overed from the ignominy of the John Dilltnger wooden gun esespe in the early 1930a. The seven used a
(Isternattoisal Soioulphotos)
lever to pry bars opal:.
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• DRAPERY MATERIALS
• ACRILON JERSEY

$4.95 & $5.95

P4N ION CARDIGAN and PULL OVER SWEATERS

THE FABRIC FAIR

MRS. AUBREY FARRIS
Owner

At Farris Grocery on Concord Road

Phone 696-JI
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SPORTSWEAR
SKIRTS by Jantzen
from S11.98
SWEATERS:by:Jane:en
-from :$8.98
Mrs. nalc Russell it pictured. in the

Department .a

.Js-Try MOTT17-. :s1111.4gut.
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SWEA1 ERS
$8.95 up
.by Jantzen and Lord Jeff
SHIRTS
$/95 to $6.95
•
by Enro - B.V.D. - Arrow

•O•••

SLACKS
$5.95 ur,
‘
\c oolerks - Cords
SPORT COATS
Hall Mark
HATS 6).
by -Stetson and Heaustol

AMERICAN GRE.f.TING CARDS
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